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Revolution and the problems of Ireland became fresh party
issues, and served to bring about a rearrangement of party
alliances. Of Pitt's share in party development it is not
easy to speak dogmatically, since his Administrations
tended to be national and coalition in character rather than
strictly of a party colour. Moreover, Whig and Tory groups
still retained their old flexibility, unfettered by anything
like modern party discipline.
Pitt headed the group of Whigs who regarded Chatham The
as their god, and who had recently been led by Shelburne. wSg°party?
In 1794 he was joined by the Portland Whigs, whilst the
old Tory party,  the Crown party,  gradually became his
supporters.    The  Whig  party  at  this  time  was rapidly
disintegrating.    Burke quarrelled violently with Sheridan,
the Whig orator, and shortly afterwards with Fox, the Whig
leader: he denounced the French Revolution as barbarous,
anarchic and dangerous, though   another   section of the
Whig party regarded it as the French counterpart to the
Glorious Revolution of 1688.    This was the prelude to the and the
formation of the old and new Whig parties, the old repre- the oia and
sented by Burke, the new by Fox.    Inevitably the old NewWhi^«
Whigs became the supporters of Pitt's foreign policy and
separated more and more from the extreme views of the
New  Whigs.    So   whilst there   remained a few die-hard
Tories, led by Eldon, advocating a policy of simple reaction,
there arose a new Tory party, composed of the more pro- Tile new
gressive Tories and the more cautious Whigs.    After the
death of Pitt this new party fell under the direction of his
great disciple, Canning.    Its doctrines were expressed in the
new journal, The Quarterly Review, first published in 1809;
the party advocated a measure of parliamentary reform,
admission of Catholic claims and the granting of justice to
Ireland.
The New Whigs, led at first by Fox, were characterised by The work of
their  sympathy  with  the  French  Revolution  and  their Whigs.
alliance with the extremely democratic schemes of Burdett,
whose programme to a large extent foreshadowed Chartism,
They were also the violent opponents of Pitt's coercive
measures inspired by fear of France.   In 1802 they began

